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Be enthralled by the first three books in the Scandalous Seasons series! Including, USA Today

bestseller, "Forever Betrothed, Never the Bride"! "Forever Betrothed, Never the Bride"Hopeless

romantic, Lady Emmaline Fitzhugh, is tired of sitting with the wallflowers, waiting for her betrothed,

Lord Drake to come to his senses and marry her. When Emmaline reads one too many reports of

his scandalous liaisons in the gossip rags, she takes matters into her own hands. "Never Courted,

Suddenly Wed"Christopher Ansley, Earl of Waxham, has constructed a perfect image for the

ton--the ladies love him and his company is desired by all. Only two people know the truth about

Waxhamâ€™s secret. Unfortunately, one of them is Miss Sophie Winters whom he's known since

she was in leading strings. She is the woman his father would see him wed. And the lady he wants

to avoid at all costs."Always Proper, Suddenly Scandalous"Geoffrey Winters, Viscount Redbrooke

was not always the hard, unrelenting lord driven by propriety. After a tragic mistake, he resolved to

honor his responsibility to the Redbrooke line and live a life, free of scandal. Knowing his duty is to

wed a proper, respectable English miss, he selects Lady Beatrice Dennington, daughter of the Duke

of Somerset, the perfect woman for him. Until he meets the lady' cousin--Miss Abigail Stone...
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Regency

This is a three book bundle of Christi Caldwell's Scandalous Season Books. When it comes to

happily ever after romances that are full of heart, teary eyed moments and love, Caldwell is on par

with romance writers BALOGH, JAMES, HOYT, BARTON, DARE, DALTON and CAMPBELL. She

writes female heroines who are believable and heroes that maybe flawed, but become better men

for the woman they love. If you haven't read a Caldwell book then this bundle is a fabulous value.

Once you dip your toes into Caldwell's Regency England, you won't want to leave.

Another mesmerizing collection by one of my favorite authors. "Scandalous Seasons" is a must read

collection of scandal, romance, and love. Fans of Historical Romance will absolutely adore this

charming collection. Well written with engaging and interesting characters. I am impressed with Ms.

Caldwell's tales of love and romance. Well worth the time and the price. Another hit. Simply

Magnificent!!*Personal buy*Rating: 5Heat rating: MildReviewed by: AprilR

Cristi Caldwell is a new author to me, and I'm seriously impressed with these novels.The leads have

real depth & complexity, yet maintain an honesty of character which really holds your attention and

draws you into their worlds.I wavered between wondering how each novel would conclude, then

how long I was going to need to find out, then back to what the next twist setting my teeth on edge

would be, then realising the hopelessness of getting to sleep before the final, final ending was

uncovered and blocking out the world til I was done!The characters maintain good flow between the

books, and there is excellent historical attention to detail. My single gripe is the occasional use of

the word "great" as used by a character to indicate frustrated sarcasm.There were almost no typos

or grammar problems, which is a real blessing in novels of these lengths - my thanks to the

excellent proof-readers.If you want to know the plots, read another review. My review is for the

author's skill and deft touch with a popular historical period and genre. I have grown up with

Georgette Heyer as my literary idol, and she's always perfect at balancing wit, plot, romance,

intrigue, and humanity with historical accuracy, intelligence and flair. These novels are excellent in

all of the above areas, so I believe if you enjoy an exceedingly well-crafted novel of the quality of Ms

Heyer, then delve in!Please note these novels do have scenes of a consensual and explicit nature,

but they are really well written too & add an extra layer.I can only hope Ms Caldwell has as lengthy

a career of quality authoring ahead of her as Ms Heyer did. Great read, just buy it!



I have read all of the books so far in this series! I love them so much ! Now I'm just waiting to

preorder the next one!!! Christi is such a talented writer I automatically order her books! If its written

by Christi Caldwell enough said!!!

These books were difficult to read. Lots of misused words (leant, lightening, wont, etc.). Tons of

commas in really weird places. I was ready to make a drinking game out of how many times

someone said "oomph" or maybe swiped their eyes or with the back of their hands (that happened a

lot) or held out their hands palms up. The characters were not believable and the situations even

less so. Even minor stuff was annoying, like a man wearing boots to a ball. Also, do we need to

have hair, eye and, yes, even eyebrow color mentioned repeatedly? Mahogany brow? Really,

Pinocchio? Bad writing, no proofing, and lack of authenticity. Don't believe the fake ratings (you can

tell which ones they are).

From reading a lot of romance novels, I came upon a lot of books that are quite lacking in narration

or character build up or happens to be the usual run-of-the-mill. It's almost always a trial and error

on my part. Luck would have to be on your side to find something worth reading. So it was luck that

led me to find this gem of a series. I truly enjoyed the narration of this series and the build up of

characters. When you look forward to read another character's story in the novel, it's usually a sign

that the series is well written. The author brought the characters to life. Also, the tone of humour

makes this a really fun read. the author truly managed to bring a fresh spin on a frequently clichÃ©d

historical romance. She's a new favorite of mine!

This is the first I have read anything by Christi Caldwell. Let me just say that once I started this

collection I was hooked from beginning to end. Her writing is right up there with Julia Quinn. I loved

all three of her books of the Scandalous Seasons. She takes you on a journey in her first book

about the ravages of war to a love that heals all. I teared up while reading the emotions and

insecurities of the hero who has PTSD and doesn't feel worthy of Love. The heroine who is brave

and courageous and will fight for her love. The second story also took me on a emotional

rollercoaster ride. This story has the redemption of love to heal all wounds. The final and last story

all I have to say is WOW! As I read this story the tears just wouldn't stop falling while reading the

emotional scenes in this book. The author has a wonderful way with words that truly takes you into

her stories of everlasting love. I will definitely be buying more of her books. If you love books written



by Julia Quinn, and Eloisa James, Christi Caldwell is definitely worth the buy.
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